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Real-time Multi-device Control System 
Implementation for Natural User Interactive 

Platform
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ABSTRACT

Natural user interface (NUI) is used for the natural motion interface without using a specific device or tool like a mouse, keyboards, 

and pens. Recently, as non-contact sensor-based interaction technologies for recognizing human motion, gestures, voice, and gaze 

have been actively studied, an environment has been prepared that can provide more diverse contents based on various interaction 

methods compared to existing methods. However, as the number of sensors device is rapidly increasing, the system using a lot of 

sensors can suffer from a lack of computational resources. To address this problem, we proposed a real-time multi-device control system 

for natural interactive platform. In the proposed system, we classified two types of devices as the HC devices such as high-end 

commercial sensor and the LC devices such astraditional monitoring sensor with low-cost. we adopt each device manager to control 

efficiently. we demonstrate a proposed system works properly with user behavior such as gestures, motions, gazes, and voices.

☞ keyword: Natural user interface, Immersive experience, Sensor interface

1. Introduction

Natural user interface (NUI) is used for the natural 

motion interface without using a specific device or tool like 

a mouse, keyboards, and pens [1]. Recently, compulsory 

indoor living increase and also connectivity and relationship 

between spatial environments is interested with untact era, to 

build an interactive environment for providing realistic 

content services in various spaces, the natural user interface 

(NUI) platform technology keep developing with 

multi-channel cameras or various sensors to detecting human 

behavior or collecting spatial information and processing in 

real-time to providing users immediately. 
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In addition, changes in users' requirements for various 

content-based services in an indoor environment go beyond 

the simple consumption stage to obtain additional 

information of services by selecting and judging by 

themselves, and most users want direct participation. 

In particular, in the case of user interaction-based service 

contents, as 3D stereoscopic media is rapidly progressing, 

the number of contents services that enable immersive 

experience is rapidly increasing. Accordingly, we will 

continue to demand services based on the NUI platform 

technology that recognize the user's behavior, gaze, and 

voice according to the user's intention, process it in real 

time and reflect it in the content. is becoming. In general, 

most interaction technologies real-time interaction centered 

on devices, processors and humans, is a very important 

factors whichis a very important part in the composition of 

the spatial interaction environment then the type and number 

of devices rather than the interaction spatial environment 

[2-3]. 

In order to obtain a user's desired action for interaction 

in space with conventional technology, a service is provided 

in the form of providing limited content in a predetermined 

pattern centered on a touch sensor device such as a touch 

method or a button method. Therefore, existing research has 
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been focused on simple interaction devices without limiting 

the input method, device, and display, which are concept of 

interaction, or defining space. Recently, as non-contact 

sensor-based interaction technologies for recognizing human 

motion, gestures, voice and gaze have been actively studied, 

an environment has been prepared that can provide more 

diverse contents based on various interaction methods 

compared to existing methods. For example, interaction is 

provided through an interface [4] that the user directly 

manipulates in the existing real world. With the development 

of various contact-type multi-interaction methods [5-6], 

spatial interaction techniques for motion recognition using 

various sensors [7-9] have been studied. Accordingly, there 

is an increasing demand for technology capableof 

simultaneously controlling and processing multi-channel 

cameras or multiple sensor devices in real time, but it is still 

limited to single device centered interaction related 

technologies. Basically, interaction elements exist centered 

on people in space and are based on real-time interaction 

through organic relationships between devices, processors, 

and people. Therefore, to provide real-time interaction in 

such a space, a new type of interaction system structure for 

selection and concentration of user information and 

multi-channel signal processing system for low-delay 

processing of multiple data are required. 

In this paper, we propose an NUI platform technology for 

a real-time multi-device control system for a NUI platform, 

a multi-channel sensor device-based system architecture to 

provide user-customized interactions. Our proposed system 

considered two types of devices as reducing process 

overload due to amount of data processing. The heavy 

computation (HC) devices mainly process the video, audio 

and the other large amount data  which is received by 

camera, commercial sensor, MIC, touch panel and so on. On 

the other hand, the low computation (LC) devices mainly 

handle multiple sensors, which deal low amount data, and 

also support various type of universally I/O to multi 

devices.We structurally integrated two systems and 

connected various sensors and devices to simulating the 

operation of integrated system with test graphic user 

interface (GUI).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

covers our poroposed system. In Section III, we present the 

implementation result by two type of system model of NUI 

such as Heavy Computation (HC) and Low Computation 

(LC) devices. Finally, Section IV concludes our work.

2. Multi-device Control System 

for Natural User Interactive 

Platform 

2.1 Proposed System

In this paper, we consider two types of devices as the 

HC devices such ashigh-end commercial sensor like webcam 

ormotion sensor and the LC devices such as traditional 

monitoring sensor across a wide area with low-cost [10]. In 

order to increase accuracy of the user behavior and 

recognize various user interaction, the system should control 

two types of devices at the same time. Thus, in the proposed 

system, we adopt a HC device manager and a LC device 

manager to control various sensor devices efficiently.

A HC device manager is considered to requires large 

amounts of data from sensors for a high performance 

processing such as image processing, object detection, and 

deep learning. Thus, CPU/GPU embedded system is used for 

the HC device manager. On the other hand, a LC device 

manager is considerd to wirelessly control multi-devicesthat 

require low computation, such as switches. The LC device 

manager is consist of master and slave board. The master 

board that controls the LC system and the slave board 

wirelessly connected are installed throughout the content 

space to provide a simple and intuitive interaction effect.

Lastly, NUI server gathers user interaction data from the 

HC device manager and the LC device manager. The 

connection between NUI server and the HC device manager 

works is on TCP/IP for high-speed data transfer, and 

connection between NUI server and the LC device manager 

is on Wi-Fi and BLE for wireless communication. Figure 1 

shows a structure of the proposed muti-device control 

system for natural user interactive platform. We design the 

structure hierarchicallyto ensure robustness as a performance 

attribute in the proposed system.
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(Figure 2) Architecture of the HC device manager and NUI server

(Figure 1) Structure of the proposed multi-device 

control system for natural user interactive 

platform

3. Implementation

3.1 HC Device Manager Implementation

This section describes the HC device manager. Various 

sensors are conncted to HC device manager and the sensors 

gather information from user and transmit it to the HC 

device manager. The HC device manager recognizes user 

interaction with the gathered information and transfer it to 

the NUI server via middleware based on TCP/IP. If it is 

necessary to interact with multi-user, several HC device 

managers can be attached to the NUI server as shown in 

Figure 2. Figure 2 shows a system architecture of the HC 

device manager and NUI server.

Compared to the LC device manager, the HC manager 

exploits the capabilities of a high performance CPU/GPU 

embedded system in order to estimate user interaction by 

CNNs (Convolution Neural Networks) [11-15]. In this paper, 

we select NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier with 8-Core ARM 

64bit CPU and 512-core Volta GPU with Tensor [16]. In 

this section, we describe the details of the sensors and 

middleware in the HC device manager respectively.

3.1.1 Sensors

We consider the system which supports pose estimation, 

hand gesture recognition, gaze tracking and speech 

recognition. Based on these requirements, we select the 

hardware as follows: Intel RealSense D435 for hand gesture 

recognition, pose estimation and gaze tracking, and logitech 

Rally MIC pod for speech recognition.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a HC device manager 

with the sensors. The HC device manager creates multiple 

threads to synchronize the data from the different sensors. 

Then, the multimodal integrator estimates user interaction  

by analyzing the sensor data.

(Figure 3) Block diagram of HC device manager
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For instance, In the hand gesture recognition, hand bone 

coordinates can be obtained including the original position 

and orientation of joitns and fingertips including the specific 

hand gesture like stop sign, fist gesture, and peace gesture 

can be extracted. Also, in the pose estimation, body skeleton 

coordinates and posture of user can be obtatined such as 

standing, sitting, lying down or doing some activity.

In this paper, we use a method for estimating pose and 

hand pose using Tensor RT pose (TRT Pose), which is an 

open-source NVIDIA project that aims to enable real-time 

pose estimation based on deep learning [11-12], for gaze 

tracking using MPII gaze tracking [17], and for speech 

recognition using Kakao speech API. Figure 4 shows an 

example of motion tracking with TRT pose. Figure 4(a) 

shows the method can find keypoints of pose estimation and 

display it on the screen. Likewise, Figure 4(b) shows 

classifying hand gesture. These pose estimation method and 

hand gesture method can work simultaneously with the same 

video source.

(Figure 4) Example of motion tracking. 

(a): Pose estimation, (b): hand pose estimation

3.1.2 Middleware

As we describe previously, the NUI system which uses a 

lot of sensors can suffer from a lack of computational 

resources like CPU or memory units. To address this 

problem, we physically separate the HC device managers 

that has several sensors from the NUI server. Instead of 

seperating the sensors from NUI server, we adopt the 

middleware to integrate system.

In addition, middleware has a role of masking the 

distribution of the underlying sensor hardware by hiding 

low-level hardware details such as scalable service-oriented 

middleware on ehternet/IP (SOME/IP) and data distribution 

service (DDS) [18-19].

In the HC device manager, The middleware is based on 

TCP/IP for offering high speed data transmission. In this 

paper, we defined a simple protocol for the data 

transmission between the HC device manager and NUI 

server as shown in Figure 5. The packet format basically 

consists of Message type, Payload length, and Payload.

(Figure 5) Packet format for the data transmission

(Table 1) A table of message type field

Number Value

0x00 Fire and forget

0x01 Subscription

0x02 Service request

0x03 Service response
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A. Message type

The Message type field is used to differentiate different 

types of message as shown in Table 1. The field is based on 

the idea of the SOME/IP for the vehicle communication 

[18]. According to the communication patterns, the 

middleware of the HC device manager provides three types 

of the methods: Fire and forget (0x00), subscription (0x01), 

and service (0x02 and 0x03).

First, the middleware of the HC device manager provides 

Fire and forget type, which means request without response 

message. For example, when the user swipes their hand to 

the right, a sensor recognizes pose of user and sends data 

including Message type (0x00) to the NUI server without 

response from the NUI server. Figure 6(a) shows an 

example of the Fire and forget.

Secondly, a certain information should be cyclically 

transferred to the NUI server. For instance, the user's gaze 

or body skeleton can be periodically transmitted to the NUI 

server. In this case, the HC device manager send data 

including Message type (0x01). Figure 6(b) shows an 

example of subscription.

Finally, we can consider the case that the NUI server 

may call a service to the HC device manager to received the 

data. Figure 6(c) shows an example Service request and 

response. When the NUI server calls a service request 

(0x02) to convert speech to text, the HC device manager can 

listen user's speech and convert it to text. Then, it responds 

the converted text to the NUI server by sending the service 

response (0x03).

B. Length

Lengthfield contains the length in Byte starting from 

itself until the end of the packet. Since TCP supports 

segmentation of payload, Length field should be included.

C. Payload

In the Payloadfield, the user interaction data can be 

carried. In this paper, we consider payload including user 

interaction such as screen x-y coordinatesof the gaze, user 

gesture, text, and so on. Table 2 shows an example of the 

payload for gaze tracking.

(Figure 6) Sequence diagram of middleware according 

to the message type

(Table 2) An example of the payload for gaze 

tracking

Type Value

int64 name (e.g. gaze)

int64 x coordinates of gaze

int64 y coordinates of gaze

3.2 LC Device Manager Implementation

3.2.1 Master-Slave Control Board

The master-slave based wireless control system is 

designed to provide an immersive experience in a large 

space by low computation devices. The master board 
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controls the slave board by wireless communication, and the 

slave board controls the multi-sensor device. The structure of 

the LC control system is simply shown in Figure 7. The 

control board system is a control system capable of 

interworking and simultaneous control regardless of sensor 

types such as button switches, IR sensors, light devices, 

sound output devices. The wireless communication of the 

master board that controls the slave board includes a device 

control function for two-way feedback through user data 

collection from multi-sensors installed in the content area.

The proposed control board consists of a hardware part 

that operates multi-sensor signals and collects data from 

sensors, and a software part that transmits the collected data 

to the master boardand controls the content module. The 

Figure 8 shows the components of the proposed control 

board as a block diagram[20].

Wireless communication consists of Wi-Fi and BLE, 

which are common wireless communication. communication 

technologies, are applied. The packet length can be adjusted 

from 8 bytes to a maximum of 32 bytes depending on the 

data amount of the interlocked sensor. Considering the 

increase in data amount, the communication packet speed 

was designed up to Mbps.In this study, a total of 16 sensor 

interfaces were configured, but since the sensor interface unit 

is controlled by linking each channel separately, the MCU 

was designed to increase the number of channels required.

(Figure 7) Structure of the master-slave control 

system

(Figure 8) Structure of the proposed control system

3.2.2 Command Packet

The data packet for transmitting the sensor control 

command of the master board to the slave board is 16 bytes 

in total, and the structure is Slave Addr(1 Byte), Header(2 

Byte), CMD(2 Byte), Data(6 Byte), Checksum( 3Byte), Tail 

(2 Byte). Header and tail packets were allocated 2 bytes 

each, Header: 0xAA/0x55, Tail: 0xEE/0xFF were fixed. In 

order to prevent errors from occurring due to input of the 

same packet in the middle of data, it was designed based on 

Timeout. Inthe packet time specification, the interval 

between packets is more than 5ms, and the communication 

interval is defined to be shorter than 5ms. When the slave 

board connects to the TCP/IP Server of the master board, 

the TCP/IP Server sends a live packet every 3 seconds. 

Alive CMD is 0xFF, and each slave board does not transmit 

a response packet, but each module sets a timer of 5 

seconds when it receives an Alive packet. designed.

The data length of the packet transmitted from the slave 

board to the master board may require more bytes than 

6bytes depending on the data size. Therefore, the data packet 

is designed in a non-fixed packet structure so that the length 

can be further increased. 

It is designed to change the setting of the slave board 

according to the command sent from the master for 

simultaneous control of multiple multi-sensors, and the 

commands according to the  CMD are shown in Table 4.
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(Table 3) Master-Slave Data Protocol

Master -> Slave (16 byte/packet)

Slave Addr.

(1 Byte)

Header

(2 Byte)

CMD

(2 Byte)

Data

(6 Byte)

Checksum

(3 Byte)

Tail

(2 Byte)

Addr usable 0x00 ~ 0xFF (256 IDs available)

Header fixed 0xAA 0x55

CMD usable 0x00 ~ 0xFF (256 CMDs available)

Data usable 6 Bytes data payload

Checksum
determi
nistic

{Slave Addr, 
CMD}+Data[6:4]+Data[3:1]

Tail fixed 0xEE 0xFF

(Table 4) Slave-Master Data Protocol

Slave -> Master (variable size of packets)

Slave 
Addr.

(1Byte)

Header

(2Byte)

CMD

(2Byte)

Len

(1Byte)

Data

(Len 
Byte)

Checksum

(8Byte)

Tail

(4Byte)

Addr
determi
nistic 0x00 ~ 0xFF

Header fixed 0xAA 0x55

CMD usable 0x00 ~ 0xFF (256 CMDs available)

Len usable Length of data payload 

Data usable Len bytes data payload

Checksu
m

determi
nistic

4Bytes : {Slave Addr, CMD, Len}

4Bytes : pick and mix from Data

Tail fixed 0xFF 0xEE 0xEE 0xFF

3.2.3 Control Board Implementation

The control board provides various interfaces (UART, 

USB, GPIO, etc.). By using the 'STM32F4DISCOVERY' 

board that can be linked and controlled as a control system, 

it can be used universally even if the type of sensor used 

varies depending on the content. The Wi-Fi module and 

BLE module were applied for wireless interworking with the 

master board. The master board controls multiple slave 

boards at the same time.  The 4-pin dip switch is installed 

so that the ID of each module can be easily changed for 

maintenance. In addition, the sensor interface is designed to 

be able to control 16 different sensors by configuring a 16 

channels. The operating power is 12V/5A, and it includes a 

converter part for supplying power that meets the sensor 

specifications and an LED driver for controlling the sensor 

operation including LEDs[21].

The firmware of the control board was produced by 

reflecting the operation algorithms such as simultaneous 

control of each sensor operation, data packet generation, and 

wireless transmission. A 16-channel interface test system 

was performed by interlocking multi-sensors, and the 

operation of each slave board was confirmed through master 

interworking.

(Figure 9) Master board overview

(Figure 10) Slave board overview

3.3 NUI Server

The NUI server is an application which reacts with 

human behavior using interaction data from the HC device 

manger and the LC device manger. NUI server get 

interaction data from the HC device manager via wired TCP 
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connection, and from the LC device manager via wireless 

Wi-Fi and BLE.

In this paper, we implement a simple example of NUI 

server to demonstrate if the proposed system works properly 

by user behavior such as pose estimation, hand pose 

recognition, and so on.

Figure 11 shows an example of controlling menu with 

user behavior. A user can move cursor by swiping hand 

right or left, and can select the menu by clenching one’s fist. 

Also, the NUI server can get the text of user speech by 

clicking a button. Figure 12 shows the communication result 

of the LC device manager that received the multi-sensor data 

of the slave board. Depending on the operation, the data 

received from each sensor is checked along with the time 

information.

(Figure 11) An example of NUI server for menu 

control

(Figure 12) Simulation result of LC device command 

communication

4. Conclusion

An real-time multi-device control system has been 

proposed to support various type of sensors for NUI 

platform. The proposed system is consists of three 

sub-system: HC device manager, LC device manager, and 

NUI server. A HC device manager takes charge of high 

performance processing such as object detection, and deep 

learning. On the other hand, a LC device manager is 

considered to control multi-devices that require low 

computation, such as switches. Lastly, NUI server gathers 

user interaction data from the HC device manager and the 

LC device manager. In this paper, we demonstrate the 

proposed system properly operated. It is expected that it will 

be possible to adaptively install various types of interactive 

content by combining the two control systems according to 

the service environment. We will continue to study the 

proposed system to evaluate and improve the performance of 

the multi-device control system applied to commercial 

immersive content.
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